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Part I – Introduction



Data-driven Societies (DdS)



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…
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The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources: International Law

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources: Transnational Law

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…
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The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Liability?

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Risk?

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…
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By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: You Name It!

3. Approaches

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…
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The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: Self-regulation

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: Enforced self-regulation

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: Authorizations, and the like (i.e. 
administrative law)

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: Soft Law

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: Hard Law

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



The Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches: end of the crescendo!

More particularly, depending on the level of 
abstraction, attention should be drawn…



How about security?



eu-space
Part II – Security



The context of security



Security & Risk Society



Security & Risk Society



Security & Risk Society



But, how about the space?



Back to our interface…



A general, or a context-dependent 
analysis on security & risk?



eu-space
Part III – A horizontal view



How Space is changing

A general overview on 
the problems we are 

dealing with is given by 
Floridi’s “The Fourth 
Revolution” and his 

remarks on third-order 
technologies.



First-order Technologies

The primary in-betweenness of 
technology 

who devises an artefact that may satisfy a user’s need or want caused

by some prompter. As you can see, I am slightly stretching the word

‘prompter’, hopefully without breaking it.

When technologies are in-between human users and natural

prompters, we may qualify them as first-order (Figure ). Listing first-

order technologies is simple. The ones mentioned earlier all qualify.

More can easily be added, such as the plough, the wheel, or the

umbrella. The axe is probably the first and oldest kind of first-order

technology. Nowadays, a wood-splitting axe is still a first-order tech-

nology between you, theuser,and thewood, theprompter.A saddleis

between you and a horse. Nail clippers and hunting bows are other

instances of such first-order kind of technology, which need not be

simple, and can be technology-dependent and technically sophisti-

cated, like an assault rifle, which is sadly a first-order technology

between two human sides, as users and prompters.

At thispoint, theword ‘tool’may cometo mind asappropriate, but

it would be misrepresentative, because tools do not have to be first-

order technologies, as I shall explain presently.

Many non-human animals make and use simple, first-order tech-

nologies, like modified sticks or shells, to perform tasks such as

foraging, grooming, fighting, and even playing. In the past, this dis-

covery determined the end of a naïve interpretation of homo faber as

homotechnologicus. True, wearethespeciesthat builds, but thepoint to

bemadeisslightly subtler, becausemany other speciesalso createand

useartefacts to interact with their environments. As in thecaseof our

Technology NatureHumanity

Fig. . First-order Technology.

Technology PrompterUser

Fig. . The Scheme for Technology’s In-betweenness.
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Second-order Technology

Users no longer relate to nature 
but to other technologies

useof natural languagesand other symbolic formsof communication,

or thecreation of artificial languages, especially to program machines,

the difference between us and other species is incommensurable not

because it is a matter of binary presence or absence of some basic

abilities, but becauseof theimmensely moresophisticated and flexible

degree to which such abilities are present in us. It is the difference

between a colouring book with which a child has played using some

crayons and the Sistine Chapel. Insisting on continuity is not mis-

taken, it is misleading. In the case of technologies, it is preferable to

talk about homofaber ashomotechnologicus, inventor and user of second-

and third-order technologies, in the following sense.

Second-order technologies are those relating users no longer to

nature but to other technologies; that is, they are technologies

whose prompters are other technologies (see Figure ).

This is a good reason not to consider the concept of a tool or that

of a consumer good as being coextensive with that of first-order tech-

nology. Think of the homely example of a humble screwdriver. Of

course, it is a tool, but it is between you and, you guessed it, a screw,

which is actually another piece of technology, which in its turn (pun

irresistible) is between the screwdriver and, for example, two pieces

of wood. The same screwdriver is also more easily understood as an

instance of a capital good, that is, a good that helps to produce other

goods. Other examples of such second-order technologies include

keys, whose prompters are obviously locks, and vehicles whose

usersare(still) human and whosepromptersarepaved roads, another

piece of technology.

Some first-order technologies (recall: theseare theones that satisfy

the scheme humanity–technology–nature) are useless without the

corresponding second-order technologies to which they are coupled.

Technology TechnologyHumanity

Fig. . Second-order Technology.

SPACE



Third-order technology

Users are no longer in the loop but 
rather on the loop

As the history of the floppy disk shows, at some stage it is easier

to replace the whole system—change paradigm, to put it more

dramatically—than to keep improving one part of it. There is no

point in having super-powerful floppy disks if the millions of drives

already in place are not up to the task of reading them. This explains

one of the advantages of any technological leapfrogging:2 a later

adopter does not have to deal with the legacy of any incumbent

technological package (coupled first- and second-order technology),

and is free to take advantage of the most recent and innovative

solution. Yet, this is less simple than it looks, precisely because of

thecoupled nature of second-order technologies. Of course, it would

beeasier to introduce electric or hybrid vehicles, for example, if there

were only roads but no internal combustion engine vehicles; the

obvious difficulty is that roads are there because of the latter in the

first place. Thus, the task of legislation that deals with technological

innovation is also that of easing the transition from old to new

technologiesby decoupling, sometimes through incentivesand disin-

centives, what needs to be kept (e.g., roads) from what needs to be

changed (e.g., internal combustion engine vehicles).

Most of the comfortable appliances we enjoy in our houses

today belong to late modernity, in terms of conception: the refri-

gerator, the dishwasher, the washing machine, the clothes dryer, the

TV, the telephone, the vacuum cleaner, the electric iron, the

sound system ...these are all either first- or second-order technolo-

gies, working between human usersand therelevant prompters. They

represent aworld that is ripefor a third-order, revolutionary leap. For

technology starts developing exponentially once its in-betweenness

relates technologies-as-users to other technologies-as-prompters, in a

technology–technology–technology scheme (see Figure ). Then we,

Technology TechnologyTechnology

Fig. . Third-order Technology.
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Back to DdS

This technological 
evolution brings about 
two profound changes:

1. On “space” (namely, 
the infosphere); and,

2. On “security” (from 
control in the process 
to control on the 
process)
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Between horizontal & vertical

This all-encompassing view does not mean we 
should overlook differences between multiple 
fields. (Liability issues are for example a good 
example of this differentiation.) Rather, 
attention should be drawn to:

1. What kind of “n”-order technology is at stake 
with our security issues; and,

2. How such security issues then realign.
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This all-encompassing view does not mean we 
should overlook differences between multiple 
fields. (Liability issues are for example a good 
example of this differentiation.) Rather, 
attention should be drawn to:

1. What kind of “n”-order technology is at stake 
with our security issues; and,

2. How such security issues then realign.
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Thank you Alfredo!



The Landsat 7 hacking



The Terra AM-1 hacking



Back to the Governance of DdS

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches
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On Data-driven Space Law
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should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources: + European Space Law, yet…

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches



On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources: new role of private actors

2. Matters of regulation

3. Approaches
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On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this talk 
claimed since the beginning that focus should be 
on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Weaponisation of space

3. Approaches



On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Beyond Planes

3. Approaches



On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Spatial Tourism

3. Approaches



On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Space Mining

3. Approaches



On Data-driven Space Law

By dealing with societies that depend on data 
(and information) as their basic resource, this 
talk claimed since the beginning that focus 
should be on three different kinds of issues:

1. Sources

2. Matters of regulation: Risk

3. Approaches: Third-order Technology
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Summing Up

The talk has dwelt on 
matters of security and 

their specificity in 
some fields as 

robotics, the internet 
of things, cloud 

computing and, of 
course, space law.



Summing Up

Against this 
framework, focus was 
on legal sources and 
different approaches 

to our topic. 
Notwithstanding such 

differences, two 
commonalities should 

be finally stressed.



Summing Up

Data Governance & Risk Regulation:

 The impact of private actors

 The role of private actors

Technological Innovation & Security:

 Third-order technology

 Risks

 Solutions
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Thank you!
(ugo.pagallo@unito.it)

www.lawandtechnology.net

mailto:ugo.pagallo@unito.it
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